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A B S T R A C T S H A R I N G

Background

Lymphoma remains as the fourth most common cancer in Malaysian

population till now. Despite being potentially curable with high survival rates,

these cancer survivors succumb to poor quality of life due to disabilities from

the disease and its complications. The aim of this study is to identify the factors

contributing to disabilities according to the International Classification of

Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF) model.

Materials and Methods

Lymphoma survivors attending the haemato-oncology day care centre of

University Malaya Medical Centre (UMMC) between July 2019 and January

2020 were recruited. A face-to-face interview, using the comprehensive 36-

item questionnaire, World Health Organization Disability Assessment Schedule

(WHODAS 2.0) was conducted to assess six life domains i.e. Cognition,

Mobility, Self-care, Getting along, Life activities and Participation in society.

The scores of each domain and summed of total disability scores (0-100%)

were generated. These survivors were then categorized to mild (5-24%),

moderate (25-49%), severe (50-95%) and extremely disabled (96-100%).

Further analysis with ANOVA were employed to identify the patients who were

more vulnerable to disabilities from lymphoma.

Results

A total of eighty-two lymphoma survivors were recruited. Lymphoma survivors

were shown to have the highest mean disability scores in mobility domain (28.8

± 25.8) followed by participation in society domain (27.8 ± 20.1); and least

disabled in cognition domain (5.8 ± 12.6). On the other hand, lymphoma

survivors who were vulnerable to higher mean total disability scores were

those of age beyond 65 years old (27.8 ± 18.8), retired (26.0 ± 17.9) and did

not complete standardized formal education (26.4± 20.6).

Conclusion: Having the highest disability score in mobility domain is

consistent with commonest complication encountered by lymphoma survivors

which was fatigue. Similarly, the relatively high degree of disability in

participation in society domain was due to the combination of fatigue, fear of

infection and frequent hospital visits for regular follow ups and treatment

administration. Based on the findings, rehabilitation needs could be tailored

accordingly to improve quality of life.
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